Input – Mainstreaming Nature-based Solutions in sectors and beyond
Online training on ‘nature-based solutions for global challenges’ in Asia and Pacific / 11 February 2021
Mathias Bertram – BMU CBD Advisory Project “BioFrame”, GlobE, G330
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1) Why mainstreaming NbS into sectors matters…
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The Economics of Biodiversity:
The Dasgupta Review (published on 2 February 2021)
Final Report of the Independent Review on the
Economics of Biodiversity led by Professor Sir Partha
Dasgupta.
•

We have collectively failed to engage with Nature sustainably.

•

At the heart of the problem lies deep-rooted, widespread
institutional failure.

•

The solution starts with understanding and accepting a simple
truth: our economies are embedded within Nature, not external to
it.

•

Choosing a sustainable path will require transformative change,
underpinned by levels of ambition, coordination and political will
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Global Biodiversity Outlook 5 (15 September, 2020)
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Global Biodiversity Outlook 5 (15 September, 2020)
8 Key transitions for sustainable Pathways
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IPBES Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
(31 May 2019)
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2) What is mainstreaming?
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Mainstreaming – what does it mean?
Mainstream – „The ideas, attitudes, or activities that are
shared by most people and regarded as normal or
conventional“. (source www.oxforddictionaries.com)
Mainstreaming Biodiversity (CBD) - „ensuring
that biodiversity, and the services it provides, are
appropriately and adequately factored into policies
and practices that rely and have an impact on it”.
Mainstreaming = engaging the “big guys”
• “Direct sectors” (CBD COP 13): agriculture and
livestock, fisheries and aquaculture, forestry
(fiber, timber), tourism
• “Indirect sectors” (CBD COP 14): infrastructure,
energy and mining, health, manufacture and
processing
• Finance as the “transversal” sector

NbS Mainstreaming – what does it mean?

Aim: “Big guys will take over”:
→ Clear safeguards/standards (e.g. IUCN NbS Global Standards) can
help mainstreaming into key sectors like agriculture, infrastructure
and industry while maintaining nature positive benefits, credibility,
ownership etc.
Mainstreaming requires specific entry points that vary from context to
context

Photo credit: GIZ Vietnam

The systematic integration of nature-based solutions
• into sectoral (i.e. agriculture, fisheries, forestry,
mining, energy, tourism, transport… )
• and cross-sectoral (sustainable development, poverty reduction,
climate change adaptation/mitigation)
policies, strategies, programmes and practice.

3) Practical examples for NbS mainstreaming
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Problem Stream

Finding entry points for NbS mainstreaming

Public awareness e.g. on climate change
impacts & biodiversity loss

Problem window
(Example: public awareness + adaptation
solution)

Solution Stream

Political window

Interest of acting powers e.g.
triggered by mandates, election
terms

(Example: public awareness + adaptation
solution + mandate by government

“Entry points” = windows of
opportunity to influence
decision-making and support
change. They may occur at all
levels

Proposals, strategies & decision
making processes

Political Stream

Policy window

(Example: mandate by
government)

Example 1: Peru – National entry point for NbS mainstreaming
into NDC sector implementation

Problem stream
- high awareness on climate
change & El Nino impacts on
natural resources and people
at national & local level
- clear demand from regional
and local governments &
communities for solutions
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Solution stream
- regulatory & planning
framework (Climate Change
Law, NDC&NAP)
- guidelines for public project
investments to promote
green infrastructure
- catalogue of green
infrastructure measures
- policy advice & capacity
development programmes

Political stream
- political leadership at
national level by Ministry of
Environemnt & Ministry of
Finance
- multi-stakeholder dialogue
forum with 13 ministries &
civil society
- national climate change
commission

Ecosystem-based
principles are
Integrated in NDC
implementation
plan for 5 sectors

Example 1 Peru: NDC sector actions within NDC Peru

Example 1: Support by GIZ to the Government of
Peru (examples)
1. Analysis and systematization of case studies and
experiences
2. Implementation of local projects (e.g. co-management,
business engagement)
3. Capacity building via policy advice, virtual and physical
trainings & webinar for decision makers at national and local
level
4. Support the set up of multistakeholder dialogue formats on
NDC implementation („Dialoguemos“)
5. Support in the set up of guidelines for public project
investments to promote green infrastructure
6. Support sector ministries (e.g. Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry
of Fisheries, National Protected Area Secretariat) in the set
up of sector plans
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Example 2 Indonesia - Local entry point for NbS mainstreaming in
infrastructure & coastal management via Building with Nature

Problem stream
- immediate threat to
communities by coastal
erosion & flooding caused by
unsustainable use
- clear demand from and
local governments &
communities for solutions

Solution stream
- Hybrid approach (greengrey infrastructure) with
sediment traps & mangrove
based economy
(regeneration & aquaculture)
- Training different ministries
- Implementation guidance
(systems understanding;
ecological and socioeconomic measures)
- Village co-management
(bio-rights and coastal field
schools, dam maintenance,
alternative livelihoods
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Political stream
- Government to provide
framework for investment
model
- Plans (village coastal
management plan, spatial
plan, mid-term development
plan, provincial coastal
zonation plan
- Public-private collaboration:
engineers, ecologists, cso’s,
aquaculture experts,
government, community
- Community funds

Project Example:
Ecosystem Restoration

Building with Nature Indonesia - Demak, Cental Java, Indonesia

A partnership Initiative of Indonesia - Netherlands

Building with Nature Reaching scale for coastal
resilience

Coastal safety measures:

Capacity building
Indonesian water sector

Sustainable aquaculture
Implementation by
communities:
Biorights Approach
Coastal Field Schools
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By contractors:

Embedding
in policy and
planning:

Replication
similar coastlines

Additional opportunities for mainstreaming
NbS into sectors
• Food systems: Agroecology, regenerative
agriculture & aquaculture, value chains
• Finance, investment & business sector:
Economic recovery, nature positive and climate
neutral economy, producers, retailers, insurance
(initatives like Business for Nature, Nature for
Climate, OP2B)
• Spatial planning: Integrated Land Use Planning,
Integrated Water Resource Management,
Integrated Coastal Zone Management, Marine
Spatial planning
• Cities & infrastucture: Urban planning, building
codes, green&blue spaces
• Health: OneHealth approach, ecosysten
conservation and restoration for pandemic
prevention, nature for human health and wellbeing
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Conclusions
• Mainstreaming NbS into sectors always entails a longerterm institutional change process
• Understanding policy processes and institutional
arrangements at all levels is critical to identify potential
windows of opportunity for mainstreaming NbS
• Collaboration and institutional leadership are a critical
enabling factor for NbS mainstreaming in policy-making
processes
• Simple messages can be a powerful tool to make the case
for NbS
• Highlighting cost-effectiveness and multiple benefits are
crucial to attract investors, esp. from the private sector
• Clear safeguards/standards for NbS will be crucial to
maintain credibility, esp. if the “big guys” take over the
concept
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Source: PEDRR, 2019
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